


















Section 1 – Topic 3 

Introduction to Proofs 

 
What are the next two terms in the following sequence? 

5, 7, 11, 17, 25, … 

 

 

 

 

 

If the following pattern continues, how many dots will the fifth 

figure have? 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

____________ reasoning is a type of reasoning that reaches 

conclusions based on a pattern.  

 

 

 

 

A _____________ is a statement that is based on inductive 

reasoning but has not yet been shown to be true.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





Make a conjecture: Based on the table, how many llamas 

would you expect the farm to have in year 7? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conjecture: _______________________________________ 

                      _______________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

A ______________ is an example that shows a statement or 

conjecture is false.  

 

 

What is a counterexample that shows the statement, “If a 

number is a prime number, then the number is an odd 

number,” is false? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 
Number of llamas at Sunny 

Day Farm 

1 6 

2 14 

3 22 

4 30 

 
 
To show that a conjecture is true, prove it is 

true for all cases, not just a few.  





Read the following statement. What can you logically 

conclude? 

 

If 𝑚∠𝐴 is less than 90°, then ∠𝐴 is an acute angle. 

𝑚∠𝐴 = 85° . 
 

 

 

 

 

_____________ reasoning is a type of reasoning using given and 

previously known facts to reach a logical conclusion.  

 

 

 

 

In this course, we will use deductive reasoning to prove 

statements. There are three different types of proofs: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Type of Proof Definition 

 uses a table and explicitly places the 

statements in the first column and the 

reasoning in the second column 

 the statements and their reasoning are 

written together in a logical order in 

paragraph form 

 a concept map where statements are 

placed in the boxes and the reason for 

each statement are placed under the 

box 





Let’s Practice! 

 

1. Complete the two-column proof to prove that 𝑥 = 5. 
 

 

Given: 𝐿𝑀 = 3𝑥 + 1 
 𝑀𝑁 = 𝑥 + 2  
𝐿𝑁 = 23 

Prove: 𝑥 = 5 

 

 

 

 

What will the first row of a two-column proof always be? 

 

 

 

What will the last row of a two-column proof always be? 

 

 

 

Statements Reasons 

1. 𝐿𝑀 = 3𝑥 + 1 
 𝑀𝑁 = 𝑥 + 2  
𝐿𝑁 = 23 

1.  

2.  2. Segment Addition 

Postulate 

3.  3. Equivalent Equation 

4.  4. Addition Property of 

Equality 

5. 4𝑥 = 20 5.  

6.  6. Multiplication Property of 

Equality 

7.  

 

7.  





2. The given figure is a square. The expression represents the 

area of the square. Use a paragraph proof to show that 

the length of one side of the square is (2𝑥 + 3). 

 

Given: _______________________ 

 

Prove: _______________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Use the word bank to prove the conditional using a flow 

chart proof. 

 

If 
3𝑥

𝑥+5
= 2, then 𝑥 = 10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
START                 END 

 

 

  __________    __________     __________    __________ 

   

 

 

 

Given   Subtraction Property  
3𝑥

𝑥+5
= 2

    

3𝑥 = 2(𝑥 + 5)     Distributive Property 

        
           𝑥 = 10  

        3𝑥 = 2𝑥 + 10 

Multiplication Property 

    





Try It! 

 

4. When a natural number is added to three and the sum is 

divided by two, the quotient will be an even number.  

 

 

Which of the following is a counterexample to the 

statement above? 

 

A 
13+3

2
= 8, which is an even number. 

B 
12

2
+ 3 = 9, which is not an even number. 

C 
3+4

2
=

7

2
, which is not an even number. 

D The statement is correct. There is no counterexample. 

 

  





BEAT THE TEST! 

 
1. Consider the diagram below and finish the two-column 

proof to show 𝐴𝐶 = 𝐵𝐷.  

 

 

Given: 𝐴𝐵 = 𝐶𝐷 

Prove: 𝐴𝐶 = 𝐵𝐷 

 

 

 

 

  

Statements Reasons 

1. 𝐴𝐵 = 𝐶𝐷 1.   

2.  2. Reflexive Property 

3.  𝐴𝐵 + 𝐵𝐶 = 𝐵𝐶 + 𝐶𝐷                                             3.  

4.  𝐴𝐵 + 𝐵𝐶 = 𝐴𝐶 
𝐵𝐶 + 𝐶𝐷 = 𝐵𝐷 

 

5.  

 

4.  

 

 

5. Substitution 





Section 1 - Topic 4 

Midpoint and Distance in the Coordinate Plane - Part 1 

• Consider the line segment displayed below.
5 

�e."' c.�

A (., 
10 cm 

The length of AB is lO centimeters. 

► �-,�-\-once. is an amount of space (in certain 
units) between two points on a �\'___,,

\�()cf
.._____

�.___ ___ _ 

Draw a point halfway between point A and point B. Label this 
point C.

• What is the length of AC? 5 C1"1

What is the length of CB? '5 C.� 

Point c is called the r'\,�o\f\1'. of AB.

Why do you think it's called the midpoint? 

:L-\- )� \Y\ �""- -./V\,Jd.\(, 0� � o.ruJ �

e lY'v..�c.� . (fO'f" eo-0\ rO'�) 

----.------ --------.--------.-----------·- --■-■ ■-■ •• - - - -- ---- - �- - ■ -







y-axis
x-axis











Section 1 - Topic 5 
Midpoint and Distance in the Coordinate Plane - Part 2 

' • Consider AB below.

• 

• 

y 

l--t-�-t---t---t---+-6,...J ---l--t--+--+--e---+---i 

---+-+--+---+--5 �-+--+-+---1--f--,

t---t----+----+-----+--+---t 4 ..... ·:;;;A···· �---t---t-;---J 

� .,,,,,,.,. B

-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 b X 

' 1 

t---+------+-----t---+-----t--� 2 t---+-+---t--+---t---+----1 

t---t------+---t--+-----t--� 3 t---+---+---l--;_.,--t---. 

----�'-! 4-----

t-----+---+----+---<--+---5 •---+--+---+---+------1--+-----< 
1---+---+---+--1---+-----<;-6.....,,,--1---1---+---j'---!----l----l

Draw point C on the above graph at (2, 2). 
/f 

What is the length of AC?

� U"'�� 

What is the length of BC?

/ 

/ 

Triangle ABC is a right triangle. Use the Pythagorean Theorem
_to find the length of AB. "o t.. -t z.. 'L ::.(A�J ...., 

�-:.. .f1.,,C\ 

1- S + 'i � (!I�) -z.. p;;; '.:: �.L\ W'itt 6
z_ ct -;. (A�>) "'2-

�-:., � 











• 

• 

• 

Section 1 - Topic 6
Partitioning a Line Segment - Part 1 

What do you think it means to partition?
...I! � f\ p or+, o "� 

\ �,-.i,S-00 \ Y\t o n< �-, �<"\ W "O('I

or �\-\CA.re..'::>. 

How can a line segn:,ent be partitioned? 
<5(eo.\c, \"' f'e.!.€!:> �/ ro\r'\-t'4::> \1\5\6-L tk \,� 
�f'\eNf 

In the previous section, we worked with the M,J� o,ci, which
partitions a segment into a 1: 1 ratio. 

STUDY 

EDGE 

TIP 
A ratio compares two numbers. A 1: 1 ratio is 
stated as, or can also be written as, "l to 1 " . 

. 1-�,(�

Why does the midpoint partition a segment into a 1�1 ratio? 
�ll\::>O\l\-t b{fQ\'- � MEnt . IV\ i () '2.- e.ilul..\ f°'t.{.,Q.!) 
How can AB be divided into a 1: 3 ratio? 

' ___ .,,
0, \ -----\--

A x' 
• 
B 









Section 1 - Topic 7 

Partitioning a Line Segment - Part 2 

• Consider M, N, and P, collinear points on MP .

What is the difference between the ratio MN: NP and the ratio
of MN: MP? �u.-itO M.fJ : N f (._()M'PO(€;S pa.r1s-+o po.r-ls . I. t
C.O:'£t\,e..� +u �°'<"+,t\on�. �+', 0 . M� ·. M� e,a tv1poti�

f °'-Ch -h.) +k �'ro\.e..j � .+kt_ '<"CA.t\C) e...tua\� � \Qcfo, J!..
What should you do if one of the parts of a ratio is actually the 
whole line instead of a ratio of two smaller parts or segments? 

J( :: {0..-1�() C) � roc-t -to- l,\)V\()\e.
'olA.-1- �O.� 0..\� �1C Wt..\-h11cf.

Let's Practice/ 

- f{AC .. ��\\o':fR ':. � 
1. Points P, Q, and('& �e collinear on PR, and PQ: PR� Pis 

located at the origi�, Q is located at (x, y), and R is 

• located at (-12, 0). What are the values of x and y?

• 

( i , \\) -:_ ( I( , "" '(... l l( -i: )( ,\ � , � � l 1 "L- i �)
· 

:: La -t � ( - 1 1.- u), � 1t � ( G-Ci)) 
:: () + l-t) , ()-\-6)

�-"'"?"rt 

-=- (- '(, G )--:. 









Section 1 -Topic 8 
Parallel and Perpendicular Lines - Part 1 

Graph A Graph B 

X 

Jt_,.1�JrJ1k 
These lines are These lines are 
f o.ca \le,\ y e..t l' end, CL\\u r 

The symbol used to The symbol used to 
indicate parallel lines is indicate perpendicular

• \I . '\. '\. lines is ..l-- . + 

• 

Choose two points on each graph and use the slope formula, 
Y2 -Y1, to verify your answers. 
X2-X1 

What do you notice about the slopes of the parallel lines? 

What do you notice about the slopes of the perpendicular 
lines? lk � d.tAc..,--\ o{ �c 'b\�� , � -\.

�e..iC\·\-i� �eC\i>\\C..U\ 
What happens if the lines are are given in equation form 
instead of on a graph? 

c_ o � u.ce., 5\c� c:J.. e.<k"" ei�-t ieci 







Section 1 -Topic 9 
Parallel and Perpendicular Lines - Part 2 

• Let's Practice/

l. Write the equation of the line passing through (-1, 4) and
perpendicular to x + 2y = 11.

IM -:, -1. 1M 

Try ltl 

v·\ 1.... I - \
J- � -i,.

L\ = 1-l-\)-+ 'o

l\;-2--t\, 
v -:. \:) ________ :-;> \f � 1-i-\ lo

2. Suppose the equation for line A is given by y =f-1:.\- 2. If
line A and line B are perpendicular and the po�4, 1)

• 
lies on line B, then write an equation for line B. 

• 

\ � � (_-'-\)-t-b 

\:;��\, 
!1 

\� 

-:,;-,\a-� 

-.-........-------- -- - - --- - - • - ■ ■ --- - ------ -- --



















Section 1 - Topic 11 

Basic Constructions - Part 1 

• What do you think the term geometric constructions implies?

• 

• 

The following tools are used in geometric constructions . 

Straightedge Compass 

Which of the tools can help you draw a line segment? 

�-\-m,�'nted-� 
Which of the tools can help you draw a circle? 

c_0tnpu� 
Constructions also involves labeling points where lines or arcs 
intersect. 

An arc is a section of the C,,t.tArn-\fff.Ne..of a circle, or any 
curve . 









Basic Constructions - Part 2 

In the constructions of line segments, we can do more than 

just copy segments. We can construct lines that are parallel or 

perpendicular to a given line or line segment. 

Let's Practice! 

1 . Following the steps below, construct a line through P that 

is perpendicular to the given line segment AB.

p 

A 
D 

B 

Step 1. Place the point of the compass on point P, and 

draw an arc that crosses AB twice. Label the two 

points of intersection C and D.

Step 2. Place the compass on point C and make an arc 

above AB that goes through P, and a similar arc 

below AB.

Step 3. Keeping the compass at the same width as in step 

2, place the compass on point D, and repeat step 

2. 

Step 4. Draw a point where the arcs drawn in Step 2 and 

Step 3 intersect. Label that point R.

Step 5. Draw a line segment through points P and R,

making PR perpendicular to AB.









• 

• 

• 

Section 1 - Topic 13 
Constructing Perpendi�ular Bisectors 

Consider J K with midpoint M.

Draw a line through point Mand label it r.

Line r is the segment \.:i,�u..+o<" of JK. 

A bisector divides lines, angles, and shapes into two equal 

parts. 

A segment bisector is a line, segment, or ray that passes 

through another segment and cuts it into two congruent parts . 

Consider JK and line t.

t 

J K 

Line t is the perpendicular bisector of J K. Make a conjecture 

as to why line tis called the perpendicular bisector of JK.-T"'--r---.J ••---, ... \ 
ii-',, qo0 

�\-(, �0.C� -tel\� � � \",� -t ,':> ��ro\UMCU

-to � � � -\-� tw'\°"'+-'Ea -te.,\\ � -l-�-4 t \� � io

\bv;ecs,�'Dl �. 

■ • 
-

•
• ■ -

■ 









• 

Section 1 - Topic 14 
Proving the Perpendicular Bisector Theorem Using 

Constructions 

Consider JK and line t again. 

J 

\\

K 

What is the intersection between line t and JK called? 

e ""�f cnM" � lK 

• 

Let's Practice! 

1. Using the above diagram where line t is the perpendicular
bisector of JK, let M be the point where line t and JK

intersect, and let P be any point on line t.
°"i'c,\'4\ "' 

a. Suppose that Plies on JK. What conclusions can you
draw ab�ut the relationship b�tween JP and KP?

Explain. j� � W �� � \I\,\\ \>e- \bt.a+tt;I on M I l,')'-'Q\ \�
�k. �\� �(j\� (>� �.

b. Suppose that P does not lie on J K. What conclusions
can you draw now about the relationship between JP

and KP? Explain. �,\\ 1� � i� 'r,eaU6t, t \� 9�ic.,Jaf
L. ,- \ 

W 3'1 .. I � °'1 \b(A-\\()r, OQ � C>1\ t \,i\\\ f(t.4Jt(\le.. 
CO�fe>..W-<. � � � � ia>. (.o�Cd� to��� •14-.








